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Abstract

Designing New Music interaction
enhancing sound affordance
During the last several years, as more ordinary people have developed an interest in disk
jockeying (DJing), companies have released various DJing applications for novices. The
applications currently have reproduced the interface and function of professional mixing
controllers almost exactly, they are difficult for ordinary users to use without professional
knowledge or manuals. Since the commercialization of smart mobile devices, a more intuitive
interface is being called for.

This study suggests a gesture-based sound mixing system for smart mobile devices and
an interface. In order to define the sound effecter which is frequently used on smartphones, a
survey was conducted. Based on this survey and through participatory design, three types of
gestures were concluded and a usability evaluation was conducted.

This experiment allowed for a categorization of user response for three types of interface.
A type was deemed to be the most familiar touch interface to users, with high learnability,
efficiency, and satisfaction. It was also seen as unlikely to generate errors. However, negative
opinions noted that the two types of effecter functions are difficult to operate with touch. B
type added motion to touch gesture, and was seen as fun to operate for music. Positive opinions
came when a beginner added music effectors. In addition, some noted that it would be nice if
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the user were given the choice to select A or B type. C type has all the functions operated via
motion. Many noted that this was tiresome as the user had to constantly move. In addition, most
people were negative about the accuracy of the interface. Some noted that it would be difficult
to memorize all the motions without explanations.

As such, this study identified the need for a study on a more intuitive interface for sound
mixing apps and analyzed gestures that have a high correlation with sound operation.

KEYWORDS : UI Design, participatory design, User study
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I. Introduction

1.

Background of research

Since the commercialization of smart mobile devices, a more intuitive interface is being
called for. The goal of developing new interfaces is to enable a user to feel comfortable and act
naturally. In that spirit, interfaces are currently advancing beyond GUI (graphic user interface)
to NUI (natural user interface).

Among the NUI technologies, Haptic is often provided as a method where the digital
device interacts with the user’s arms, legs, fingers or skin (Noessel.C, 2013). Sensor-based
interaction, in particular, recognizes the user’s gesture through the reaction of the sensor and
thus has value as an embodied user environment. It is meaningful as an embodied user
environment and as a way to provide unique fun compared to interaction in the past (Da Young
Ju, 2012).

Thus next generation interaction methods are also being actively applied in various
contexts, such as games, sports, and education, similarly to the above examples.
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2.

Purpose of Study

During the last several years, as more ordinary people have developed an interest in disk
jockeying (DJing), companies have released various DJing applications for novices.
Consequently, not only artists, but also ordinary users can also mix music with their
smartphones, as a professional DJ would.

This is because the sensors and technology embedded in a smartphone can perform the
functions of a conventional mixing controller without a professional device costing hundreds of
dollars. Because the applications currently have reproduced the interface and function of
professional mixing controllers almost exactly, they are difficult for ordinary users to use
without professional knowledge or manuals.

Therefore, a DJing application with an intuitive method of use accessible relatively
easily to novices is needed. We therefore adopt a user-centered design method to find an
effective interaction method for ordinary users who want to mix sounds.

This study suggests a gesture-based sound mixing system for smart mobile devices and
an interface. Drawing on the background noted above, the study seeks to conclude gestures for
intuitive sound mixing operation by the user.

Before the experiment, a literary review was conducted to see the categorization of
gestures closely related to mobile application and the definition of NUI. Through a survey on
sound mixing app users, effects and operations frequently used in sound mixing were extracted
- 4-

and compiled. Moreover, a participatory design method was used to conclude a gesture
interaction along with UI designer and engineer to produce a prototype for a user test. The user
test referenced Jakob Nielsen’s usability testing evaluation criteria to review ‘Learnability’,
‘Efficiency’, and the ‘pleasant to use’ aspect of the improved interface (Nielsen, 1993).
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II. Related Work

1.

Sound Mixing

Music mixing is the creation of new music by overlapping two or more musical
performances and adding a different effect

(Beamish, T. ,2004).

In typical basic mixing

equipment, two turntables, one mixer, and several records are required. As for the operating
method, a turntable motor rotates a recording, and the rotation speed is artificially controlled.
There are sliders that control the pitch, buttons that control the number of beats (Steventon,
J. ,2014).

Since there are growing preference of miniaturized music mixing equipment, several of
mixing applications have been introduced to a market. We classified current most popular sound
mixing applications into three categories based on their interface and interaction <Table 1>.

Table 1. Categories based on interface and interaction

Mixing App

Gesture

UI

D-jay

Touch input

Traditional Turn table

Launch pad

Touch input

Buttons

Cross

Touch + motion input

Flat design Turn table
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The early interface of sound mixing apps were mostly touch gesture-based, but in recent
years

an interface that applies motion gesture has been developed. The user of the sound

mixing app may wish to use the app to create music whenever he visits a particular space or
goes on a trip. Based on such purpose of usage, an intuitive interaction is suggested.

2. Previous Work

Various study results associated with gesture and sound were compiled as follows. Using
the concept of embodied metaphor, Bakker, Antle and Hoven (2012) created an embodied
metaphor-based mapping learning system. The study was conducted targeting children, mapping
of sound and movement was well understood, and music could be reproduced. Antle, Droumeva
and Corness (2008) examined correct (Speed/Tempo-Fast is fast, Slow is slow) and incorrect
(Speed/Pitch-Slow is high, Fast is low) embodied metaphor mappings, and the influence on
learning effect created by each correlation. As a result of the experiment, it was concluded that a
high learning effect was obtained when musical indicators and movements were mapped
naturally.

In addition, some studies associated with sound mixing interface design were compiled.
Dahl and Wang (2008) conducted a study to create a virtual ball by using the accelerometer and
compass sensor of an iPhone. They developed an interaction that controls a synthesizer when a
gesture such as hit or throw is indicated. Carrascal and Jorda(2011) conducted an experiment to
evaluate the performance of the system after designing an interface for multi touch display
sound mixing. By making the existing sound mixing controller’s interface to become more free
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through a “channel stage”, a prototype was manufactured. Rasamimanana (2011) is a tangible
interaction ball with which parameters of music are changed according to action/motion control.
That study developed an entertainment tool that changes music according to user movement. It
focused on newly creating and changing music.

Preceding studies on the usability of touch-gesture and motion-gesture on smart mobile
devices were compiled. Negulescu, Ruiz, Li and Lank(2012) conducted a study on gestures that
could improve the usability of mobile phones while on the move. The results showed that the
degree of visual freedom can be improved by motion-gesture, but the success right was higher
in touch-gesture. Hinckley and Song (2011) studied the input method where motion-gesture and
touch-gesture are combined. This paper studied the gestures highly correlated with sound
mixing, produced a prototype where gestures are applied and analyzed the usability and
satisfaction by gesture type.
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III. Gesture Interaction

1.

Gesture type

Gesture is a way of communicating using one’s body. IT is also used as a way to interact
with digital devices. The interaction input to the smart mobile device can be categorized into
touch-gesture, motion-gesture, and vision-gesture (Yun, 2012).

The gestures closely associated with mobile applications can be divided primarily into
three types <Figure 1>.

Figure 1. 3 Type of gesture
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A. Touch Gesture

Among the interaction methods, the basic mobile interaction is having a finger contact
or rub on a mobile device’s touch panel to create an action. There are single gestures on <Table
2>, in which an interaction is performed with one finger, and multi-finger gestures, in which
several fingers are used simultaneously (Vilamor, C., 2010).

Table 2. Touch Gesture (Vilamor, C., 2010)
Tap

Double tap

Drag

Flick

Touch screen

Touch screen

Move finger over

Brush screen

with finger

twice with finger

Screen

with finger

Pinch

Spread

Press

Press and tap

Touch screen

Touch screen

with two fingers and

with two fingers and

bring them closer

further away

Touch screen and hold
Touch screen and hold

with two fingers,
one finger touch
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B. Motion Gesture

This is an interaction method that provides a physical change by using various sensors
embedded in a smartphone (Ruiz, J., 2011). The function is implemented by leaning the device
in one way or changing its direction <Table 3>.

Table 3. Motion Gesture
Tilt

Flick

Push - pull

Move quikly the device

Push or pull

left, right, up, down

the device

and return

toward their body

Tilt the device

Twist

Turn the device

left, right, up, down

in another direction

Draw

Flip

Draw a specific gesture

Rotate the device 180 degrees
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C. Vision Gesture

If vision-gesture is an interaction method where the device recognizes parts of the user’s
body through the camera. It is operated when the body is moved at a certain angle and at a
certain speed.

Gestures were categorized as above into three types. The sound mixing interface
addressed in this study is a form of operating the mobile device with gesture while holding it
and thus falls under touch gesture and motion gesture. In addition, vision- gesture was deemed
to be challenging to operate for sound mixing when there is detailed operation or when the
movement radius is large. As such, this study focused on touch-gesture and motion- gesture.
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IV. User Study of Gesture Interaction Design

1.

User Study

Before the experiment, in order to design a gesture appropriate for sound mixing, a user
study was conducted. First, the functions frequently used in the sound mixing app were
reviewed, as well as any inconvenient features, through a survey.

Then using a participatory design method, a gesture interaction fit for the operation was
extracted with the help of UI designer and engineer. The results acquired from this two step
approach became the basis for the experiment.

Figure 2. User Study Flow
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2.

Survey

Thirty-eight subjects who had used sound mixing apps were surveyed to freely
expressed their thoughts on most frequently used features and inconveniences. The result was
that they experienced difficulty in learning how to operate the

sound mixing app in the

beginning. We were also able to compile the most frequently used. This study sought to improve
the interface with a focus on the five features effects concluded through the survey <Table 4>.
Table 4. 5 Feature Effects
Effect

Description
A function that controls the channel (music) coming out from the two sides. Music
A and B were played in sequence, and sound to be mixed with music A and B was

Cross fader
played. Then, a question was asked regarding which gesture could be performed to
control the ratio of music A and B.
A function that enables a player to save a particular selection of music and replay

Loop

it. After playing a particular selection of music repeatedly, a question was asked
about which gesture could be performed to repeat a selection of music.
An effect is provided by inserting a tiny delay in sound. A question was asked

Flanger
regarding which gesture could be performed to make the change.
An effect of damaging beats artificially. After playing damaged sound in a
Scratch

particular selection of music, a question was asked regarding which gesture could
be performed to make the change.
A cut-off effect for a particular selection of sound. A question was asked regarding

VCF
which gesture could be performed to change the sound artificially.
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3.

Participatory Design
The 19 participants who are designers or engineers were told to listen to five types of

feature effects, and asked to describe the gesture that comes into mind using one

motion-

gesture and one touch-gesture. This test consisted of a total of five tasks, with one task taking up
to 10 minutes. Users listened to a music source and executed a gesture. The moderator then
wrote down the results. Actual mobile devices were provided to help the participants think of
ideas for expressing the interaction gestures.

To the question, “is there any gesture you can think of after listening to this effect?”
most participants answered, “There is a gesture that comes to mind,” and expressed the five
sound effects successfully. The results are shown in <Table 5 ~ 9>.

Table 5. Cross fader - gesture
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In regards to the cross fader effecter, the largest share of participants selected motioninteraction for ‘tilt to the device on the left or right’, followed by those who selected the touchinteraction, ‘dragging from left to right’. Cross fader controls the ratio of the two music sources
played and thus articipants used gestures that changed the two sides.

Table 6. Loop - gesture

In regards to loop technology, the largest share of participants selected the touchinteraction, ‘tapping after selecting a desired section’, followed by the motion-interaction
gesture, ‘flicking the device vertically’. This shows that dynamic operation is needed for
repetition.
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Table 7. Flanger - gesture

Various responses were acquired from participants who listened to music source 3 which
was associated with Flanger technology. The largest share of participants selected the touchgesture interaction of ‘generate the notes while touching’, followed by a motion-gesture
interaction, ‘draw a figure eight while holding the device.’
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Table 8. VCF – gesture

As for the VCF music source, the largest number of participants responded with a
motion-interaction, ‘leaning the smartphone downwards’, followed by touch-interaction, ‘stop
while touching’.
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Table 9. Scratch – gesture

In regards to Scratch technology, the highest number of participants selected touchgesture, ‘draw downwards’, followed by a minority opinion, ‘shake the device’.

While it took a long time to conclude a gesture after listening to music, there were
common touch gestures or motions that people were reminded of for each function.

4.

Interface Development

The purpose of this study is to suggest a gesture interaction fit for sound mixing apps,
through a comparative analysis against gesture sets based on user surveys. In accordance with
the categorization of interaction, the interface was designed with touch gesture, motion gesture,
or touch+motion gesture.
- 19-

A.

Touch gesture
A-type prototypes are all operated via touch on the interface. They are produced so that

five types of functions from the selection of music could be used in order.

Figure 3. Touch only interface

Table 10. Touch only interface – gesture

Cross fader

Loop

- A drag to the left & right.

- Two finger press & One finger tap

Scratch

VCF, FLANGER

- Flick a Up & down

- Touch and hold a few seconds
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B.

Touch + Motion gesture
B-type prototypes have a multi-gesture interface where cross fader, loop and scratch are

operated through touch, while VCF and flanger are operated through motion. This was due to
the response where the share of responses on motion-gesture as a way to operate vcf and flanger
being high.

Figure 4. Touch + Motion interface

Table 11. Touch + Motion

interface – gesture

Cross fader

Loop

Scratch

- A drag to the left & right.

- Two finger press & One finger tap

- Flick a Up & down

Flanger

VCF

- Draw a figure ‘8’

- Leaning down & up
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C.

Motion only gesture
C-type prototypes were designed so that all functions except the function for selecting

music are operated via motion. This takes into account preceding studies that showed a high
correlation between sound and movement, and the prototype was produced to see how actual
users evaluate this.

Figure 5. Motion

only interface

Table 12. Touch + Motion

interface – gesture

Cross fader

Loop

Scratch

- Tilt left & right

- Flip Up & Down

- Shake the device

Flanger

VCF

- Draw a figure ‘8’

- Leaning down & up
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V. User Study of Gesture Interaction Design

1.

User test Overview
Table 13. User test Overview

Test
Object

Comparison of usability for sound mixing prototypes. Define usability in three
quality attributes(Ease of operation, Efficient to use, Pleasant to use)

Method

Task analysis & interview - use smartphone

Target

7 smartphone users (Age of 20~30, novice user)

Period

2015.10.10 ~ 2015.10.13, a time of 30 min

Figure 6. Experiment enviroment
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Table 14. Measured values

No.

Values

Question

1

Learnability

How easy is it to accomplish sound mixing tasks the first time
when you encounters the design?

2

Efficiency

Once the you has assessed the system, a high level of
productivity is possible?

3

Pleasant to use

How much of the variance in sound mixing prototype
satisfaction?

4

Comparison

of What's better interface A/B/C TYPE?

interface
5

Please write freely to hope that improvement

Usability evaluation was done using the methodology of Jung and Choe(2015) which
had referenced the evaluation criteria of Jakob Nielsen.

Learnability which represents how fast and easily one can learn the operation method of
a given prototype, efficiency which represents how efficiently a task was achieved, and
satisfaction with the improved interface were evaluated.

Subjects were asked to select the

most effective interface among the A,B,C types and an interview was conducted on what they
think should be improved upon.

The purpose of this study was to design an intuitive gesture that would be easy for
novices to use. Therefore, seven men and women in their 20s who are familiar with smartphone
usage but had never used a sound mixing app were recruited for the survey.
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The experiment was to operate three types of interfaces - touch gesture, touch+motion
gesture, and motion gesture. For each type, five tasks were given.

After completing the task, usability was evaluated on a scale of 5 (five points for ‘very
much so’ and one point for ‘not at all’) and an interview was conducted to get subjective
opinions.

2.

Result
A comparative experiment of touch gesture, touch+motion gesture, and motion gesture,

followed by a survey and interview gave the following results. Usability evaluation showed that
the interface where three types of gestures were applied showed great difference from one
another due to distinctly different styles.
Table 15. Learnability

For learnability, 72% answered A type to be easy, 42% answered B type to be easy, and
14% answered C type to be easy. A and B types were found to be easy to operate for sound
mixing. C type- motion gesture interface was viewed as difficult to operate due to the large
movements compared to other interfaces, and the need to memorize all the movements made it
all the more complicated. However, B type -touch+motion interface where there were motion
gestures, was deemed to be easy to learn.
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Table 16. Efficiency

Efficiency evaluation was about how efficient and intuitive the app is to operate for
sound mixing. Those who thought each type was efficient were 57% for A type, 28% for B type
and 14% for C type. The majority opinion was that A type which is similar to the operation
methods of existing smartphones is unlikely to generate errors and is more efficient.

Table 17. Pleasant to use

Those who answered that they were highly satisfied with sound mixing accounted for 85%
for A type and 28% for B type. As for C type, given the various motion gestures, users found it
difficult to learn and the accuracy to be low.
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Figure 7. Comparison of interface usability A,B,C Type

On average, A type had a score of 4 points or higher, followed by B type and C type.
When asked which interface was the best, 57% answered A type, followed by 29% for B type
and 14% for C type.

This experiment allowed for a categorization of user response for three types of interface.
A type was deemed to be the most familiar touch interface to users, with high
learnability, efficiency, and satisfaction. It was also seen as unlikely to generate errors. However,
negative opinions noted that the two types of effecter functions are difficult to operate with
touch.

B type added motion to touch gesture, and was seen as fun to operate for music. Positive
opinions came when a beginner added music effectors. In addition, some noted that it would be
nice if the user were given the choice to select A or B type.
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C type has all the functions operated via motion. Many noted that this was tiresome as
the user had to constantly move. In addition, most people were negative about the accuracy of
the interface. Some noted that it would be difficult to memorize all the motions without
explanations.
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VI. Conclusion

As built-in sensors of smartphones and technologies came to cover the sound mixing
controller function, various sound mixing apps are being launched. However at present, the
interface of apps are simply the same interface as that of a mixing device, making it difficult for
beginners who lack expert knowledge to use without a manual.

As such, this study identified the need for a study on a more intuitive interface for sound
mixing apps and analyzed gestures that have a high correlation with sound operation.

To compile gestures that are easy to understand and intuitive, participatory design
methodology was used to conclude gestures with the help of designers and engineers with
experience in interaction design.

Based on the concluded gestures, three types of interface were designed for sound
mixing, and their learnability, efficiency, and user satisfaction were evaluated.

Usability evaluation showed that A type interface that used touch gesture and B type
interface that used both touch gesture and motion gesture had high scores for learnability,
efficiency and satisfaction. However, C type which uses only motion gesture, had a low
understandability and satisfaction. Most motion gestures were confusing to users. However, if
motion gestures are applied to a small number of functions that the users prefer, such as in B
type, then this might serve to improve satisfaction of users.
- 29-
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Appendix
Questionnaire
1. 주어진 프로토타입을 사용함에 있어서, 음악을 믹싱하는데 불편함이 없으십니까?
1) 매우 그렇다

2) 그렇다

3) 보통이다

4) 그렇 지 않다

5) 전혀 그렇지 않다

2. 음악 믹싱을 하는데 있어서 인터페이스가 직관적이고 사용하기 쉽다고 생각하십
니까?
- A-Type 인터페이스
1) 매우 그렇다

2) 그렇다

3) 보통이다

4) 그렇 지 않다

2) 그렇다

3) 보통이다

4) 그렇 지 않다

2) 그렇다

3) 보통이다

4) 그렇 지 않다

5) 전혀 그렇지 않다

- B-Type 인터페이스
1) 매우 그렇다
5) 전혀 그렇지 않다

- C-Type 인터페이스
1) 매우 그렇다
5) 전혀 그렇지 않다
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3. 개선된 인터페이스의 만족도는?

- A-Type 인터페이스
1) 매우 그렇다

2) 그렇다

3) 보통이다

4) 그렇 지 않다

2) 그렇다

3) 보통이다

4) 그렇 지 않다

2) 그렇다

3) 보통이다

4) 그렇 지 않다

5) 전혀 그렇지 않다

- B-Type 인터페이스
1) 매우 그렇다
5) 전혀 그렇지 않다

- C-Type 인터페이스
1) 매우 그렇다
5) 전혀 그렇지 않다

4. A-Type, B-Type, C-Type 중 더 나은 인터페이스는 무엇입니까?
___________________________
5. 음악 믹싱을 위한 인터페이스에서 개선되었으면 하는 점을 적어주세요.
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국문초록

직관적 사운드 조작을 위한 제스처 디자인

신 주 영
성균관대학교 성균융합원
휴먼ICT융합학과

최근 몇 년 사이, sound mixing에 관심을 갖는 user들이 증가함에 따라, 입문자
들을 위한 다양한 디제잉 어플리케이션을 출시하고있다. 그러나 현재 출시된 어플
리케이션은 전문 mixing 컨트롤러의 interface와 기능을 그대로 옮겨놓은 형태이기
때문에 전문지식이나 메뉴얼 없이는 일반 user가 이용하기에 어려운 측면이 있다.
Smart mobile device가 상용화 된 이후 이전보다 직관적인 interface가 요구되고 있다.

이에 본 연구에서는 gesture 기반의 smart mobile device용 sound mixing system과
이를 위한 interface를 제안하고자 한다. 스마트폰에서 사용 빈도가 높은 사운드 이
펙터를 정의하기 위하여 설문조사를 진행하였다. 이를 토대로 참여디자인을 통하여
3가지 타입 별 제스처를 도출하고, 사용성 평가를 진행하였다. 이 실험을 통하여 3
가지 타입의 interface에 대한 user의 반응을 구분지어 정리할 수 있었다.
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A type은 user에게 가장 익숙한 touch interface로서 leanability, efficiency, 만족도
가 모두 가장 높게 나왔다. 오류가 발생할 확률이 낮게 느껴진다는 긍정적인 평가
를 받았다. 하지만 2가지 이펙터 기능을 터치로 조작하기 불편하다는 부정적인 평
가도 있었다.

touch gesture 에 motion이 추가된 B타입은 음악 조작하는 즐거움이 있었다는
의견이 많았다. 또한 단순하게 초보자가 음악 이펙터를 추가할 때 좋았다는 긍정적
인 답변을 얻을 수 있었다. 또한 A-B타입을 user가 고를 수 있도록 하였으면 좋을
것 같다는 평가를 받았다.

모든 기능을 motion으로 조작하는 C타입은 사용자가 계속 움직여야 작동하기
때문에 힘들었다는 의견이 많았다. 또한 interface의 정확도를 기대할 수 없을 것 같
다는 부정적인 평가를 받았다. 그리고 설명이 없으면 외우기 힘들 것 같다는 다소
부정적인 의견을 얻을 수 있었다.

주제어 : UI 디자인, 참여디자인, 사용자 스터디
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